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Theses

 

László Várkonyi: On Development of Technology Assessment: Towards a Methodology of Socially

Acceptable Innovations

   - Chance and Necessity of Participation -

 

Thesis 1: Innovation becomes a central strategic element on multiple levels and realised as a

non-linear, interactive process with system of feedback-loops in an environment

characterised by non-linear dynamics.

(Chapter I.)

Thesis 2:    The evolution of assessment and foresight methodologies leads to synergy of technology

assessment, technology foresight and evaluation for enhancing performance of each

intelligence, furthermore incorporates sustainability within the emerging concept of

prospective technology analysis.

(Chapter II.)

Thesis 3:    Systemic public participation is required for the reflection on the characteristics of risk

originated from technology development and for the establishment of higher level of

democracy in the management of risk on social level.

(Chapter III.)

Thesis 4:    Beside participation, appropriately balanced application of precaution as a

well-reasoned regulatory, policy relevant principle may contribute to foster the

development of socially acceptable and this way sustainable innovations.

(Chapter III.)

Thesis 5:    The management of technology development requires participative and precautionary

approaches for realising more qualitative aspects orientation in risk assessment, realised

as complements of former risk assessment (classical TA and qRA) methods.

(Chapter IV.)

Thesis 6:    Democratic society is a prerequisite background, but also a crucial constructive ‘fourth

spiral’ element of technology development initiatives of all institutional spheres aiming

at social acceptability in a multi-polar society consisting of different knowledge- and

value-bases.

(Chapter V.)

Thesis 7:    In uncertain situations the consideration of value plurality and non-homogeneous,

distributed nature of knowledge becomes crucial for rationalising decision-making

under uncertainty, in which context the role of constructive technology assessment

moves toward to integrate further aspects beyond the classical risk management

orientation of technology assessment and also provides a possible methodology with an

emphasised special focus on the complete innovation process for the development of

both incremental and more significantly of breakthrough innovations needing

framework for the formation of social robustness.
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(Chapter VI.)

 

Main Novelties of the Ph.D. Thesis

 

According to knowledge of the author of the Thesis, the relevant literature of technology

assessment, innovation management and innovation policy neither link any variant of technology

assessment directly to the entire process of innovation in an emphasised manner nor explicitly

identifies constructive technology assessment as basis or framework of innovation methods aiming

at developing socially acceptable innovations.

The Thesis provides a comprehensive analysis of the leading constructive technology assessment

practice by presenting the Danish mode of CTA, and emphasises that although democratic society is

considered as a prerequisite background of technology development initiatives of all institutional

spheres in the literature, it has a potential to act as crucial constructive ‘fourth spiral’ element, thus

this latest parallel recognition should be built in the understanding in a complementary manner.


